
In presenting the PHOTOGRAPHIC SKETCH BOOK OF THE WAR to the 
attention of  the public, it is designed that it shall speak for itself. The omission, 
therefore, of  any remarks by way of  preface might well be justified; and yet, 
perhaps a few introductory words may not be amiss.

As mementoes of  the fearful struggle through which the country has just 
passed, it is confidently hoped that the following pages will possess an enduring 
interest. Localities that would scarcely have been known, and probably never 
remembered, save in their immediate vicinity, have become celebrated, and will 
ever be held sacred as memorable fields, where thousands of  brave men yielded 
up their lives a willing sacrifice for thev cause they had espoused.

Verbal representations of  such places, or scenes, may or may not have the merit of  
accuracy; but photographic presentments of  them will be accepted by posterity 
with an undoubting faith. During the four years of  the war, almost every point 
of  importance has been photographed, and the collection from which these 
views have been selected amounts to nearly three thousand.
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One of  the most magnificent spectacles 
ever seen in the army was presented, when 
the combined forces, massed upon the bank 
of  the river, converted the barren fields, as 
if  by magic, into an immense city of  tents.
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Fowls, dogs, kittens, and even 
wild animals, were made pets of, 
and were cared for most tenderly.
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Sometimes a regiment would 
adopt a dog, and woe to the indi-
vidual who ventured to maltreat it.
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When fatigued by long exercise in the saddle, over bottomless roads, or under the glowing Southern sun, 
John’s master would propound the query, “What do I want, John Henry?” that affectionate creature would 
at once produce the demijohn of  “Commissary,” as the only appropriate prescription for the occasion that 
his untutored nature could suggest.

A legend was current at headquarters that J. H. had been discovered hanging by his heels to a persimmon 
tree. This was a libel, originating in a scurrilous picture of  that African, drawn by a special artist. In point 
of  fact, he came into notice in the summer of  1862. An officer’s hat blew off; John raised it, and with a grin 
(which alarmed the Captain, lest he should beheld responsible if  the head should fall off,) politely handed 
it up. The rare intelligence exhibited in this act naturally made a deep impression, and suggested an unusual 
capacity for the care of  boots and other attentions, seldom rendered, although occasionally expected of  
camp servants. 

Although his head resembled an egg, set up at an angle of  forty-five degrees, small end on top, yet his moral 
and intellectual acquirements were by no means common. He always considered Moses the most remarkable 
of  quartermasters, in that he crossed the Red Sea without pontoons, and conducted the children of  Israel 
forty years through the desert without a wagon train. 

Meanwhile, the Captain became a Colonel. Richmond was evacuated, and John Henry became a resident of  
the rebel capital. Here freedom burst upon him in a new light; he formed new associations — principally 
with the other sex. As his mind expanded, boots became monotonous, manual labor distasteful, and a 
dissolution of  partnership inevitable.
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When collected in one encampment, the sight of  the 
vast parks of  wagons was very imposing, covering the 
fields in all directions as far as the eye could reach 
with white covers, all stamped, with the badge of  their 
respective corps, division and brigade.
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Two weeks after the battle of  Antietam, President 
Lincoln visited the Army of  the Potomac, 
encamped near Harper’s Ferry. The President 
then proceeded to Frederick, where he was 
received by the people with the most enthusiastic 
demonstrations of  respect.
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Military operations were never so faithfully chronicled as 
during the late war. The Times, Tribune, World, and Western 
papers sent out enterprising men, some of  whom have since 
written valuable histories of  military movements. To the 
army correspondents the country owes more than it can fully 
appreciate, until the historian in the future shall attempt to 
give the true narration of  these revolutionary events.
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One of  the most striking evidences of  the patriotism of  the 
American people to render every assistance in their power to 
promote the Union cause, is to be found in the workings of  
the Christian Commission — who were instrumental in doing 
much to alleviate the sufferings of  our sick and wounded 
soldiers, and in administering spiritual consolation to the dying.
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Too great a measure of  praise cannot be bestowed upon a 
more noble and industrious body of  men than the Fiftieth 
New York Volunteer Engineers. The officers and men found 
pleasure in designing, planning, and building the beautiful 
rustic structure presented in this view, and devoting the 
same to the worship of  the great God of  Battles.

It has been proposed to move the edifice to the great 
Central Park of  New York City, as one of  the mementoes 
of  the war. This monument to the skill and ingenuity of  the 
builders, receives universal admiration.
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A soldier is willing to brave danger on an 
open battle-field; but the hardships to which 
they must submit in the trenches during a 
long siege, whether exposed to a broiling 
summer’s sun, or drenched by a cold winter’s 
rain, proves ruinous to the constitution, 
although they may be fighting for “the best 
one” on the face of  the earth.
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The dead were always buried with military 
honors, and there were very few instances 
where the graves thus made were left 
without some appropriate memorial.
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Slowly, over the misty fields — as all reluctant to expose their 
ghastly horrors to the light — came the sunless morn, after the 
retreat by Lee’s broken army. Through the shadowy vapors, it 
was, indeed, a “harvest of  death” that was presented; hundreds 
and thousands of  torn Union and rebel soldiers — although 
many of  the former were already interred — strewed the now 
quiet fighting ground, soaked by the rain, which for two days 
had drenched the country with its fitful showers. A battle has 
been often the subject of  elaborate description; but it can be 
described in one simple word, devilish! and the distorted dead 
recall the ancient legends of  men torn in pieces by the savage 
wantonness of  fiends.
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Swept down without preparation, the shattered bodies 
fall in all conceivable positions. Around is scattered the 
litter of  the battle-field, accoutrements, ammunition, 
rags, cups and canteens, crackers, haversacks, etc., and 
letters that may tell the name of  the owner, although 
the majority will surely be buried unknown by strangers, 
and in a strange land.
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Killed in the frantic efforts to break the steady lines of  an army of  
patriots, whose heroism only excelled theirs in motive, they paid with 
life the price of  their treason, and when the wicked strife was finished, 
found nameless graves, far from home and kindred. Such a picture 
conveys a useful moral: It shows the blank horror and reality of  war, 
in opposition to its pageantry. Here are the dreadful details! Let them 
aid in preventing such another calamity falling upon the nation.
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The dead shown in the photograph were our own men. The picture represents 
only a single spot on the long line of  killed. Some of  the dead presented 
an aspect which showed that they had suffered severely just previous to 
dissolution, but these were few in number compared with those who wore a 
calm and resigned expression, as though they had passed away in the act of  
prayer. Others had a smile on their faces, and looked as if  they were in the 
act of  speaking. Some lay stretched on their backs, as if  friendly hands had 
prepared them for burial. Some were still resting on one knee, their hands 
grasping their muskets. In some instances the cartridge remained between 
the teeth, or the musket was held in one hand, and the other was uplifted as 
though to ward a blow, or appealing to heaven. The faces of  all were pale, as 
though cut in marble, and as the wind swept across the battlefield it waved 
the hair, and gave the bodies such an appearance of  life that a spectator could 
hardly help thinking they were about to rise to continue the fight.
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A burial party, searching for dead on the borders 
of  the Gettysburg battle-field, found, in a secluded 
spot, a sharpshooter lying as he fell when struck by 
the bullet. How many skeletons of  such men are 
bleaching to-day in out of  the way places no one can 
tell. Now and then the visitor to a battlefield finds 
the bones of  some man shot as this one was, but 
there are hundreds that will never be known of, and 
will moulder into nothingness among the rocks.
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The artist, in passing over the scene of  the previous days’ engagements, 
found in a lonely place the covert of  a rebel sharpshooter, and 
photographed the scene presented here. There was no means of  judging 
how long he had lived after receiving his wound, but the disordered 
clothing shows that his sufferings must have been intense. 

The artist attended the consecration of  the Gettysburg Cemetery, and 
again visited the “Sharpshooter’s Home.” None of  those who went up 
and down the fields to bury the fallen, had found him. “Missing,” was 
all that could have been known of  him at home, and some mother may 
yet be patiently watching for the return of  her boy, whose bones lie 
bleaching, unrecognized and alone, between the rocks at Gettysburg.
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The tents have been removed, and the sketch depicts the 
scene when the camping ground, which had been occupied 
by headquarters during the winter, is being abandoned for the 
spring campaign. What sad reflections crowd upon the mind in 
visiting these relics of  the past! Fragments of  a sorrowful era, 
and witnesses of  events which the world may pray shall never be 
re-enacted, the visitor beside each wreck will ask:
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“Why standest thou, lone mark? 
Gray ruins, mist and mould
Are dripping where thy spark 
Glimmered in times of  old. 
Within thy bosom now
The snake hath made his home:
The owl, from ‘neath thy brow
Hoots in his nightly gloom.
The chirping cricket’s song has ceased, 
The silent spider spreads his feast; 
Here did thy winter welcome shine, 
Where darkly creeps the poison vine. 
So hopes too bright forsake the breast, 
And canker comes a constant guest. 
Old fragment! Perish with thy lore,
Nor longer memory implore.”
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